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SUMMARY

Formerly served in the Armed forces. While serving, learned to communicate effectively with 
diverse groups thus creating a welcoming atmosphere for all. 

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Excel.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Chemical Operations Specialist/Technician
ABC Corporation  1993 – 2004 
 Operated a myriad of equipment which included; Methanol column, Molecular Sieve, 

Evaporators, Dryers, Steam generated Vacuum systems.
 Responsible for numerous pieces of equipment that ran in a PSM area along with highly 

hazardous materials.
 Designed, installed and implemented process changes. Utilized Tap Root methodology for 

incident investigations and tracking follow up.
 Responsible for planning work including job assignments for all available production 

resources, coordinating with outside support.
 Responsible for qualification tests and performing &quot;in field-testing&quot; of trainees.
 Served as co-chair for the plant-wide Safety Planning Execution Committee, which consisted 

of sub-committees.
 Successfully coached and counseled employees on the utilization and benefits of TPM (Total 

Productive Maintenance).

Chemical Operations Specialist
ABC Corporation  1991 – 1993 
 Supervised, operated, and maintained smoke generating equipment and nuclear, biological, 

and chemical (NBC) detection and decontamination equipment.
 Assisted in the establishment, administration, and application of NBC defense measures.
 Performed NBC reconnaissance, operated and maintained identification/ detection and 

decontamination equipment.
 Served as company NBC Operations Specialist; prepared and evaluated reports; conducted 

training; assisted in computation of radiation factors; observed operating preparedness of 
unit; prepared, processed, and distributed NBC intelligence reports.

 Accounted for NBC equipment, in excess of $500,000.
 Developed a yearly training schedule to keep 200 personnel current in NBC training.
 Maintained service reports for all NBC equipment, resulting in superior inspection ratings..

EDUCATION
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